Calling all CNR Forestry Summer Class 1966

Plans are in the works for a class reunion at the S.J. and Jessie E. Quinney College of Natural Resources

Save The Date!
September 11-14, 2014
For additional information, please click [here].

A walk down memory lane - can you name the students in the two pictures below? Here's a hint, the pictures were taken at Forestry Camp in Logan Canyon. Click each picture to find out if you're right. To view more Forestry Camp pictures, check out the Quinney Library's picture collection [here].

2014 Quinney College of Natural Resources Week

Scholarship and Awards Banquet

Quinney Scholar, Bret Mossman
Click [here] to see more photos

QCNR Outstanding Senior, Ben Poulsen

Predator vs Prey, 5K

Check OUT the College's award recipients [here]
Congratulations!

Logger's Ball

View more photos [here]

In The News

Dr. John C. Malechek (USU Professor Emeritus and previous Department Head of USU’s Range Science Dept.) was presented the 2014 Frederic G. Renner Award at the annual meetings of the Society for Range Management (SRM). The Renner Award is the most prestigious award bestowed by SRM.

Dr. Melvin R. George (Ph.D., USU Range Science, 1976) was presented the 2014 W.R. Chapline Land Stewardship Award at the annual meetings of the Society for Range Management (SRM). This award recognizes range professionals for exceptional accomplishments and contributions in the application of the art and science of range management.